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Introduction
The information in this prospectus is intended for parents considering their child’s entry to
Northiam Church of England Primary School in 2020/21. Although correct when compiled
in April 2020, government legislation, county council policy, and in particular circumstances
the school might create the need for some organisational changes in the policy adjustment.
If you would like to visit the school please contact the School Office to make an
appointment.
Northiam CE Primary School is under the control of
East Sussex County Council.

Our Vision and Aims

“I came that they may have and enjoy life and have it in abundance, to the full, till it overflows”
John 10:10

Welcome to Northiam Church of England Primary School, part of the Quercus Federation. At
Northiam Primary School we encourage children to immerse themselves in learning opportunities
that inspire them. We firmly believe that our whole school community ‘learn, live and love in
abundance, with god.’
Our vision is to help each child flourish into a caring, confident and resilient young person who
has a love of learning. We will do this through our shared core values of Trust, Compassion, Humility, Courage, Thankfulness and Fellowship. We will uphold high aspirations for all our children,
through our innovative and inspiring approach to teaching and learning.
As part of The Quercus Federation, we benefit from being part of an outward looking organisation and will seek opportunities to learn collaboratively
Our school strives to serve our community by providing an abundance of learning and wide range
of opportunities to support children to understand and develop their place within the world, their
community and grow individually.
The staff and Governors are unwavering in their commitment to children’s learning within our
federation. The curriculum encourages children to discover, explore and create. We understand
that memorable learning is learning that lasts. We offer a wide school curriculum that ignites a
love of learning which will last a lifetime.
Most importantly, we are a family – in each of our schools and together as a wider community.
We will know each child well and treat them as an individual. Everyone here has a part to play
and everyone here is special.

School Values
Our values were developed to ‘Open horizons to enable and guide children to fulfil their true
potential.’
In fellowship, we encourage everyone to flourish in relationships within the community and focus
on building the qualities of each individual character.
“And let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds, not giving up
meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing, but encouraging one another—and all the more
as you see the Day approaching.” Hebrews 10:25
With trust, we allow children to develop confidence, faith and wisdom so they will understand that
their voices will be heard by others and God.
“Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid; do not be discouraged,
for the LORD your God will be with you wherever you go.” Joshua 1:9
Through thankfulness we teach children to show gratitude for all of their blessings. In adversity,
we put in prayer our requests and in gratitude, receive them.
Do not be anxious about anything, but in every situation, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving,
present your requests to God”. Philippian's 4:6
We build compassion through showing empathy for all living things and valuing the qualities of
character which help others to flourish.
The LORD is good to all; he has compassion on all he has made. Psalms 145:9

With humility, we fully see, hear and accept others for who they are. We can do this as we learn to
live life knowing and accepting own strengths and limitations without defensiveness or judgement
– enabling us to have deeper connection and compassion for humanity.
“ Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit. Rather, in humility value others above yourselves,
“ not looking to your own interests but each of you to the interests of the others.” Philippians 2:3-4
We build courage through teaching children that it takes bravery to stand up against enemies but
just as much to stand up to our friends – to have courage in their conviction, the courage to continue and be strong in their faith.

Be on your guard; stand firm in the faith; be courageous; be strong. Corinthians 16:13
“Overhearing what they said, Jesus told him, “Don’t be afraid; just believe.” (Mark 5:36
These values underpin our school behaviour expectations, they guide our way to inform
choices and we celebrate children reflecting these within their daily choices to care for others.
We explore each value in detail across the school year, questioning what the teachings of
the bible tell us, sharing stories as a guiding light for how we want to be, and how we should
live our lives.

EARLY YEARS FOUNDATION STAGE
Our Early Years children benefit from a spacious indoor
learning area which encompasses a separate art/creative
area and role play room.
The children also have direct access to a very well equipped
outdoor learning space with a covered area that allows them
to explore outside all year round.

We follow the Early Years Foundation Stage curriculum,
which the areas within the classroom mirror, and we
carefully consider the principles of learning. Children
are encouraged to become independent learners as
soon as possible, having access to all resources to
support their own learning.

We teach all areas of learning in small focus groups supported by whole class sessions. Phonics,
Maths and Literacy are taught daily, all of which provide the children with the best possible
start to their education. Our Early Years supports the development of each individual child
through providing personalised learning, enabling them to explore their interests and the world
around them in a fun and practical manner. We use the Letters and Sounds Phonics scheme.

The Curriculum
Following the National Curriculum, plus religious education (RE), the children are taught using a
thematic-based approach, which ensures appropriate programmes of study and attainment targets
for both the National Curriculum subjects and RE are covered.
Our Curriculum Policies are available for parents who would like to read them.
The Core Subjects are:
English,
Mathematics,
Science and
Computing
Religious Education
The remaining Foundation Subjects are:
History,
Geography,
Design Technology,
Music,
Art
Physical Education (PE).

We teach Religious Education using county guidelines that have been written in consultation with
many religious groups, including the Church of England.
The school also teaches Personal, Social and Health Education (PSHE) which includes
Citizenship.
Pupils in Reception will be working on the Early Learning Goals. Years 1 and 2 will be working on Key
Stage 1 of the National Curriculum. Those in Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 will build upon this throughout the
ENGLISH The skills of reading, writing, speaking and listening are essential to all children if they are
to access other areas of the curriculum adequately. We use
a core reading scheme in conjunction with many other
reading materials, including books that the children make
themselves.
Every class has a daily Literacy lesson, in which core skills of
grammar, punctuation and spelling form a part. The lessons
are challenging and are suitably differentiated in order to
cater for the needs of all children. Children take books
home every day to read with a parent, carer or family
member: we view this as a very important part of the learning process and vital in enhancing the skills taught in school.

MATHEMATICS We have daily numeracy lessons that include a
focus on mental maths, including the learning of times tables. We
want the children to understand their studies, and so we value
practical work in mathematics and the ability to apply what is
learned through problem solving. The emphasis is very much on
enjoyment, the satisfaction of achievement, and appreciation of
the power and structure of mathematics. Estimation, searching
for pattern, discovering relationships between shapes and
objects, and working with numbers are essential. There are
continuous themes of mathematics that can be linked to the
power of the calculator and the computer in later years.

SCIENCE As a core subject, science is an integral
part of our framework of studies. We want
pupils to develop awareness and understanding of
the world around them, so that they are able to
investigate scientifically and systematically with
both confidence and ability. We encourage a
practical approach to science and aim to develop
the children’s skills in using and applying their
knowledge to practical situations.
Our gardens provide the children with on site,
first hand opportunities for learning about the
natural environment.
COMPUTING Children use Information Communication Technology (ICT) throughout the school.
Each class is equipped with broadband internet access, desktop or laptop computers, interactive
whiteboards, digital cameras and scanners. The children learn to understand computer control,
write simple programmes, type, edit and print their own work, understand the role that
computers play in our lives and use databases and classification programmes, Internet and
Email. We also use computer programmes to reinforce concepts met in language, mathematics
and other curriculum areas.
DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY We encourage children to experiment
with a wide range of materials and techniques to enable them to
generate ideas and solve practical problems. They are given
opportunities to identify needs, generate designs, plan and make
artefacts and evaluate their work.

HISTORY We use a range of trips and visitors to bring history to life for our children, making
the past understandable and relevant. Wherever possible, we use local facilities and
experiences to enhance our
children’s understanding of their
environment and community,
such as the Evacuation Day
organised with the Kent & East
Sussex Railway, or our Victorian
Day with appropriate costumes
and events.

GEOGRAPHY
Pupils learn skills in using maps and fieldwork
techniques, they learn about places in a local, regional, national, international and global context, as well as physical, human and
environmental Geography.

MUSIC
Music is taught throughout the school by a specialist music teacher. The
music curriculum is designed to give the children the opportunity to enjoy
music of all kinds and experience a wide range of musical activities.
Children have the opportunity to learn a range of musical instruments via
the County Music Service.

ART
Art is important as a means of communication; enabling us to
express emotions, experiences and ideas. It is a tool for design and
a means of recording in other areas of the curriculum, such as History, Science and RE, and encourages close observation in all subjects.
Children will experience a variety of media such as graphite, ink,
paint, printing, textiles and clay. They will develop skill in working
with materials and tools and confidence in expressing themselves
through art. They will also look at the work of other artists, comparing their work with their own and developing an awareness of their
influence on the cultures of the world.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION We provide Religious Education in
accordance with the East Sussex Agreed Syllabus for Religious Education, which encourages respect for all believers while
acknowledging that faith is an individual's choice. Parents have the
right to withdraw their child from RE and Collective Worship if they
so wish. Bible explorers come in to school to work with KS2 to
create greater understanding of the bible. We have ‘Open the
book’ assemblies with the local volunteers from St Mary’s and Rev
Rod White retell bible stories within our Monday assemblies. Our core 6 values are taught
bespoke and separately so children understand their value and significance.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION At Northiam we offer our pupils access to a wide range of sports activities
and opportunities. We believe that an understanding of, and an
involvement in PE is of paramount importance in fostering the
healthy attitudes that will be the foundation of a child's fitness
for life.
We have developed an active and balanced PE programme that
consolidates skills through practise and repetition across the Key
Stages. Our scheme develops independent learning through
problem solving and allows children to evaluate their PE work.
Our new sports hall means that we have outstanding PE facilities.
Our children participate in a range of activities alongside other
schools in our cluster events.
SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS
From the child who has learning difficulties to the child who is especially gifted, we believe that
all children have individual needs. We therefore differentiate our curriculum planning to suit the
pupils' abilities and requirements. We ask parents to talk with us at any time if they are
concerned about their child's progress. All staff are committed to providing the best
opportunities for all pupils and will contact parents if they have any concerns or if they are particularly pleased with a child's efforts or progress. Our staff are highly qualified and offer Dyslexia
Screening, Speech and Language programmes and a range of specialist interventions. We are also
able to draw on the expertise of a wide range of other professionals, including Speech and Language therapists, Educational Psychologists and others.
SEX EDUCATION
At Northiam Primary School sex education is taught in the context of relationships. Themes will
be repeated from year to year in greater depth, taking account of the pupil's development. Sex
education supports and promotes the progressive acquisition of knowledge, understanding, skills
and values necessary for children to become responsible members of our society. We believe
that sex education in this school will be developmental and a foundation for further work in the
secondary school. Sex education is a focus in or the PSHE programme in Key Stage 2, when parents will have the opportunity to view the materials before they are used in class.

What makes Northiam CE Primary special?
Our bespoke curriculum makes Northiam primary school a special place. Our Focus Curriculum
afternoons provide enrichment and greater learning opportunities in various subjects including Farm
school, Forest school and more traditional subjects like Art and Design and Technology. Each year group
rotates each term to one of our fantastic 6 groups which gives each child the opportunity to participate
in an activity each week allowing them to develop their skills in greater depth.

Farm School During farm school they help look after the chickens, carry
out planting and then make and produce food from the items the
children grow. This year the children have made apple sauce from the
apple trees, grown cress to make egg and cress sandwiches and planted
many seeds. The Northiam Horticultural society regularly come in to
school to work with the children to help develop their learning. This year
we are looking to introduce both Bees and Ducks to the farm school. We
are also working with Helping Hands who have donated seeds and small plants to help develop our
farm school area.

Art Factory The Art Factory rotation is run by our teacher,
Illustrator and published author Heather Stuart. During the course
of 6 weeks a journey takes place to develop art skills in much greater depth. The children can experiment with a range of techniques
and media whilst developing their skills as artists. They take part in
the Stormont Awards with Rye Gallery and are working with local
artists to develop further skills and an understanding of art.

Forest School A forest school nurtures an understanding and respect
for natural places. The school operates our forest school in the field next
door to the school. This allows each year group to attend forest school
for a term each year. During forest school the children make dens and
swings while also learning about fire safety and wildlife.

Well Being Warriors The Well Being Warriors take part in sporting activities
while learning about their bodies and improving their mental health. The
sporting activities are designed to give children the opportunities to try new
sports and develop new skills while increasing their growth mind set.

Techo Wizards The techno wizards have the
opportunity to develop their online skills using a
range of applications and programmes to crate a
product to share to wider school curriculum. Children learn a structured approach to online safety.

Design Bots focuses on key skill development from the National
Curriculum. The children develop their designs
and various construction techniques to
produce products that impact on the wider
school community and village community.

Teaching Staff September 2019
Head Teacher
Reception
Years 1/2
Years 3/4
Years 5/6
PPA/Sport
SENCO

Julia Bray
Natalie Neville
Samantha Mewett
Ivan Shergold
Richard Grant
James Draper
Catherine Palmer

The school has 4 classes, consisting of Reception, mixed Year 1 and Year 2, mixed Years 3 and 4,
and mixed Years 5 and 6. In addition to the class teachers and a Head Teacher, we have three part
time members of the teaching staff. There is a SENCO, a school counsellor, and PE specialist
teacher. Additionally there is a Teaching Assistant in each class.
Quercus Governing Body

The Quercus Federation covers Northiam and Hurst Green Primary Schools and the Governing
board is responsible for both schools.
The Governing Body Members are:
Elaine Lambert - Chair of Governors
Honey Clarke - Co-opted Governor
Rev Annette Hawkins -Foundation Governor
Judith Koral - Staff Governor-Northiam
Emma Ivil - Staff Governor-Hurst Green
Anne– Marie Murphy - Co-opted Governor
Alison Flack -Associate Governor
Julia Bray -Associate Governor
Julian Smith– Parent Governor—Northiam
Lauren Lacey - Parent Governor—Hurst Green

Communication with Parents
We endeavour to maintain a close working relationship with parents. There are formal
opportunities throughout the year for parents to speak to their child’s teacher and to view books
etc. We hope that parents will develop informal links and feel free to drop a line to the teacher or
chat informally to them at the end of the day if there are any areas of concern.
A school newsletter is sent out to parents on a weekly basis.
This gives information on forthcoming events and informs parents of activities around the school.
Detailed reports are issued annually for all pupils.

School Admissions

Our current admissions limit is 15. This means that a maximum of 15 places will be offered in
the Reception class. In the event of there being insufficient places to meet demand, places will
be allocated in accordance with the following ordered list of priorities:







Looked after children
Children with an exceptional medical or social need for whom attendance at any other
school would be inappropriate.
Children who have a brother or sister in the community area at the school at the time of
admission
Children living in a predefined community area
Children who have a brother or sister outside the community area at the school at the time
of admission
Children living outside the pre-defined community area.

Brother and sister as per category 3 is defined as; if they are a full or half brother or sister living
in the same household. Community areas are shown in the admissions booklet .
Arrangements for the school admissions at age 4+ are made by the County Council.
Children are of compulsory school age from the beginning of the term following their fifth
birthday. However, children born between 1 September 2015 and 31 August 2016 will be
eligible to start school in September 2020 and on a full time basis. It is acceptable for children
to attend on a part time basis until they reach compulsory school age and parents who prefer
this should discuss the details with the head teacher once a place is finalised.
A full copy of the County Admissions policy can be obtained from School Admissions Section,
Education Department, PO BOX 4, County Hall, Lewes BN7 1SG.
Telephone number: 01273 481000.
We will take every step to ensure that children with learning and physical difficulties will be
catered for in all areas of the curriculum. Access to the building for all groups of children is under constant review by the school.

School Organisation
Attendance






Parents should notify the school by phone on the first morning their child is absent from
school.
If we do not hear from a parent, on the first day of absence by 9.30am, our policy is to contact
the home number for the information regarding the child's absence. If unable to contact it
will be recorded as unauthorised,
If a holiday is planned for a period during school time the absence will be recorded as unauthorised.
10 unauthorised in 10 weeks will result in a fixed penalty being issued.

School Hours


Our school day starts at 9:00am and finishes at 3.15. The doors are open at 8:45am. We do
also offer a Breakfast Club and an After school Club.

Health, Safety and Welfare of Children
We take the health and safety of all the children at Northiam very seriously. In addition to termly
safety inspections and fire drills we have a comprehensive health and safety policy which
complies with county and national requirements.
Despite every effort, care and concern, it is possible that your child may become ill whilst at school
or have an accident. Minor accidents and illnesses are dealt within the school, the incident is
recorded and the child checked by a qualified First Aider. A note informing you about an injury
will be handed to the child.
We can use water or an ice pack only. We will consult you if injuries require further treatment.
We can only administer prescribed medicines. A written permission form also needs to be
completed.
Safeguarding
Northiam CE Primary School is committed to ensuring the safety and welfare of its pupils and
expects all staff and volunteers to share in this commitment. This means we have a Child
Protection policy in place which is available from the office or on our website.

The School Building
The school is on the southern side of the beautiful village of
Northiam. The original Victorian school building is set in
attractive grounds with a large sports field bounded by
ancient oaks and open fields. It was built around 1870 and
had a modern extension added in the 1960s. The school has
benefited from further additions including the provision of a
wonderful Sports Hall, which is shared with the community,
and a purpose built nursery. The school has four large
classrooms, a library, an SEN intervention room, a teaching kitchen and a medical room. School
meals are cooked on site and eaten in the sports hall. There is a playground, a vegetable garden,
a sensory garden and a huge school playing field. Entry is via secure gates in the playground.

The school are currently in the process of starting Honeybees Preschool
which will operate 5 full days from 9.00am – 3pm. Term time only. The
preschool will share lunches, story times, visits to concerts, shared
assemblies etc, throughout the year. During the summer term, children who
are moving up into the school come into their new class for half a day every
week, in order to ease the transition.
The school is very fortunate to have the Pretious Sports Hall, this is a shared
facility between the school and the local community. This provides the
school with a fantastic opportunity to develop different areas of the
curriculum outside the classroom setting. It is used for assemblies, PE,
drama, music, the before and after school extended provision and out of school activities.

Our Church School—Ethos and Vision
Living, Loving and learning in abundance, with God.
Northiam CE Primary school is voluntary controlled and sits within the Diocese of Chichester. We
have close links to St Mary’s Church in Northiam. We are proudly Christian in character and base
our Vision and Ethos on the teachings of Jesus Christ. Gospel stories form the basis of most of our
daily acts of Collective Worship.
Vision and Values
At Northiam we feel Living, Loving and Learning in abundance, with God is at the heart of all we
do. Our school strives to serve our community by providing an abundant and excellent education.
This encompasses a wide range of opportunities to understand their place in the world, their
community and welcome the opportunities through their learning to shape the world around them,
for all pupils and members within this school community.
We are caring, nurturing and compassionate, seeking reconciliation and forgiveness in order to
heal any disagreements, and place a particular emphasis on children and families who need the
most support. In everything we do, we use the example of Jesus as our inspiration, and share stories of his ministry as a guiding light for how we want to be, and how we should live our lives.
Our Vision can be found on our home page and was developed in consultation with all stakeholders. It has been recently adapted to reflect our new approach to the wider curriculum. Christian values permeate the school and follow Collective Worship themes. We place a very strong focus on
supporting pupils’ Social and Emotional Mental Health needs, with two trained MHEW leads and a
Play therapist. Our Friday Focus curriculum actively seeks to support and engage pupils and those
individuals who need it most.
Children are given many opportunities to drive activities and have a strong voice in school – our
Courage Squad includes Worship, Charity, wellbeing and the children are actively involved in leading on be courageous in their faith to help and support others.
Feeding of the Five Thousand
We have adopted this story from the Gospels to represent our school. The story centres on a young
boy who puts his faith in Jesus and brings five loaves and two fishes; Jesus then give thanks to God
and provides for all in abundance. Our vision of Living, loving and learning in abundance, with God
is representative of this story, in how we seek to nourish the hearts and minds of all of our children,
and provide rich and varied opportunities for all of them.
“I came that they may have and enjoy life and have it in abundance, to the full, til it
overflows” (John 10:10) embeds the development of our curriculum, we want to help each child
flourish into a confident, courageous and compassionate young person. Our aim is to develop the
wholeness of individuals spiritually, physically, mentally and socially to be secure and productive
global citizens.

Northiam Primary School
School uniform is required at Northiam CE Primary and
consists of:
 Grey sweatshirt/cardigan with Royal Blue Inlay
 Dark grey/black trousers/shorts/skirt
 White blouse/shirt
 School tie
 Black shoes
 In summer girls may wear blue checked/striped dresses.
All school uniform is available from the school office. The
school also stocks a limited amount of school book bags, PE
bags and water bottles.
Please note: No white trainers, slip on shoes or different
coloured boots may be worn as part of the school
uniform

PE/Games
For reasons of safety and hygiene children need to change
for PE and Games lessons. Kit of plimsolls/trainers, the Navy Blue Sports top and Shorts (Navy blue or Black) should
be kept in school. The Navy blue printed sports top is
available from the school office with PE bags. Shorts are
available from other

Jewellery
 Watches are permitted in school but must be removed for PE/Games lessons. We cannot accept
responsibility for loss or damage.
 Children should not wear jewellery for safety reasons. The only exceptions are small plain stud
earrings.
 Coloured nail varnish is unsuitable for school.
 Long hair should always be tied back in a pony tail or plait for reasons of hygiene. Long hair should
always be away from child’s eyes enabling them to fully access all parts of the curriculum.
 Dyed and/or bleached hair is unsuitable for school.
Many thanks for your support of the uniform policy. This is our new uniform from September 2020,
we appreciate that for existing parents this is a big expense so we envisage an 18 months transition
period. Due to the situation we are more than happy to take orders on line and deliver.

The Breakfast Club is open to all children attending Northiam
Primary School every day in term time. The club will operate on
school premises in a safe environment, led by Julie Tebbutt ,and
is supported by a team of high quality trained staff whose
purpose is to make sure the children have the very best start to
their day.
The Breakfast Club will offerA tasty breakfast - the most important meal of the day!
Breakfast Choices:







Variety of Cereals - Cornflakes, Cheerios, Rice Krispies and Weetabix
Variety of Drinks - water and milk
Variety of Breads - bagels and toast with choice of spreads, pancakes or waffles
Variety of Yogurts
Variety of Fruits

The Breakfast Club provides a variety of free play and structured play with a broad range of
activities and freedom for children to choose their own activities.
The cost is £3 per morning which is booked and paid for on our ParentPay payment system

What we do and our Aims
The After School Club aims are:
* To provide a caring and supportive environment, where children feel
comfortable, relaxed and happy after finishing the school day;
* To provide fun activities and games, which will extend their knowledge
and develop positive social skills;
* To create opportunities to support learning;
* To broaden the contact between home and school.
The After School Club will provide:
* A range of activities including sports, art and crafts and an optional homework period;
*A snack and soft drink will be provided at the beginning of each session.
Punctuality
The club is open from 3.15pm–4.15pm, 5 Days a week currently (term time only)
Collection of your child should be prompt at 4.15 pm
*At the end of the club the children will be taken to the front office to be collected by
parents/carers.
£3 per hourly charge,
PLEASE NOTE Should you arrive late to collect your child you will be charged accordingly.
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Courage Squad The school has a courage squad who meet once
a month. The courage squad aims to increase links with the local
church and develop our Christian distinctiveness at school. The
Courage Squad also work with the School council for items needed in school, but they also work with other local charities to help
raised funds or give up their time.

Active Primary Sports The school works closely with Active Primary Sports to
provide an interesting PE curriculum that challenges the children and prepares
them for their regular cluster events which take place across Years 1 –6 and
various sports. Active Primary sports are in school all day on a Thursday and
are part of the Well Being Warrior Friday Focus Curriculum afternoons.
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What makes Northiam
Special ?

Admissions
For all initial queries about applying for a place at Northiam Primary School in any year group, please contact the School Office
using the contact details on the website. The arrangements for the admission of Reception children to this school are made by
the County Council. A detailed description of the arrangements is contained in the booklet ‘Applying for a School’. A copy can be
obtained from: The School Admissions Section, Education Department, P.O. Box 4, County Hall, St. Anne’s Crescent, Lewes, East
Sussex BN7 1SG (Tel: 0300 330 9472) or viewed online at: https://www.eastsussex.gov.uk/educationandlearning/schools/
admissions/admissions_rules/decisions/
All other admissions are dealt with directly by the school. If you have a child in Years 1-6 and are interested in joining our school,
please make contact with the school office to discuss this further.
However, parents and carers may find it helpful to know that, if there are insufficient places available to meet the demand,
places will be allocated to children in accordance with the following list of priorities:
Community and Voluntary Controlled (LA) schools:
The priorities below will be used to decide who gets a place at community and voluntary controlled infant, primary and
secondary schools.
1. Looked after children and children who were looked after, but ceased to be so because they were adopted (or subject to
residence orders or special guardianship orders) immediately following being looked after.
2. Children who will have a brother or sister* at the school (or linked junior school) at the time of admission and who live at
the same address, within the pre-defined community area**.
3. Other children living within a pre-defined community area**.
4. Children who will have a brother or sister* at the school (or linked junior school) at the time of admission who live at the
same address, outside the pre-defined community area**.
5. Other children.
*Children are ‘siblings’ if they are full, half, adoptive or foster brother or sister living in the same household including siblings
attending sixth forms.
Children who have a brother or sister who joined the school prior to 1 September 2017 (1 September 2018 for Polegate &
Willingdon primary schools) and who is still on roll, will be assigned to priority 2 under the previous arrangement which gave
priority to brothers and sisters regardless of whether they live in the pre-defined community area or not. This condition no longer applies to Frant CE Primary School as these priorities were adopted with effect from September 2012 and children admitted
before that date have now left the school.
**Each home address in the county falls within a community area although living in a community area does not guarantee a
place.
Where a child has been unable to secure a place at a school in his/her community area and has been directed to attend a school
outside the community area as an alternative, any applications for younger siblings to attend the school will be treated as if the
family were resident in the community area, as long as the sibling will still be attending the school when the younger child
starts.
Tiebreaker In the event of oversubscription within any priority, place allocation will be decided by prioritising applications
on the basis of home to school distance measured in a straight line. This will be measured from the address point in the school
(supplied by Ordnance Survey) to the address point in the family home. For split site schools, we will measure to the site where
the child will attend for the majority of lessons at the point of entry.

Northiam Primary School
Main Street
Northiam
East Sussex
TN31 6NB
Telephone: 01797 252141
Fax: 01797 253020
Email: northiamoffice@quercusfederation.co.uk
http://www.northiamcep.e-sussex.sch.uk
Head Teacher - Mrs Julia Bray

Pretious Sports Hall at Northiam
Bookings and Enquiries Telephone: 01797
252297 (answerphone out of hours)
Email: pretious@quercusfederation.co.uk
http://www.pretioussportshall.co.uk

